
As a lover of history, I get a bit of a thrill from reading the beginning of today’s
Gospel. Luke gives us the exact time, the year for the proper opening of his
Gospel account following his ‘Christmas story introduction.’ He writes that it is
the 15th year of the reign of the Roman Emperor, Caesar Tiberius. Now, as you
will all well know, Tiberius succeeded his stepfather, the great Augustus, in the
year 14AD. So his 15th year gives us 28 - 29AD. Then, other local political and
religious rulers are mentioned, and this date is consistent with their times in
power. For example, we know that that Pontius Pilate was the Roman governor
of Judaea from 26 to 36AD.

Luke is clearly stressing that the amazing story he is about to tell took place at a
particular time in human history, and in a particular political environment. And
the people he is writing about are real historical characters. Luke wants us to
grasp the point that it is into real history that Jesus appeared, that through him,
the Almighty, eternal Mystery we call God became incarnate, flesh and blood,
one of us, and lived a fully human life and experience.

It is also significant and striking that the story of the coming of the Messiah, the
Christ, begins not in the Temple, the home of the religious establishment, but
in the wilderness, a place where life can hardly survive. It was far from the
religious and political centres of the day, out in the wilderness around the River
Jordan and Dead Sea that the word of God came to John the Baptist.

At that time there was also a political and religious wilderness for the Jewish
people because their land, Israel, was conquered and divided. There was
corruption in the sacred Temple of Jerusalem, controversy of the removal of a
high priest, and also many generations had passed, in fact some 400 years since
the nation had last encountered a prophet, probably the Malachi, the
messenger of our first reading today. It was that long since the people had
been blessed with the vision and voice of hope to raise their eyes and hearts to
the loving ways of God and the coming Day of the Lord. But now, finally,
surprisingly, a voice cries in the wilderness: ‘Prepare the way of the Lord.’ The
voice of an authentic prophet once again.

But what has any of this got to do with us today? Are we simply calling to mind
an important event in our faith history, which the season and the lectionary
have given us? Or does John the Baptist still have something to say to us today,
a message for us to respond to afresh, to ‘ponder anew what the Almighty can
do,’ as we sang in our opening hymn.

Advent is first and foremost about preparing for the coming Lord. While that
has several meanings for us, it is about co-operating with God to enable the
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values of God’s heavenly kingdom to become an ever-clearer reality on this
earth. What does this demand of us? Perhaps many things, but one thing is
particularly important in our western, developed 21st century world.

We need to recognise our poverty. No matter what our material wealth, we are
all poor in the sight of God. We need to have no illusions about ourselves and
our security in life. We need to recognise our need of God. Because unless we
have experienced the need for God’s love and forgiveness and healing, unless
we are aware that we need a Saviour, we cannot really observe Advent or
celebrate Christmas in any meaningful sense, because we cannot appreciate
the significance of the coming of the Lord.

This Advent season is an opportunity, a gift, a call to us to keep some distance
from the cultural and commercial agenda that can overwhelm us in the
ever-increasing number of days that now lead up to Christmas. Whatever else
we may be doing at this time of the year we would do well to take some time
out to reflect and recognise that we are, each one of us, in real need, that we
all have, or have had, a wilderness situation in our lives.

For some people this wilderness is particularly wild: where there is actual
poverty, homelessness, unemployment or debt. More of us will recognise the
wilderness of ill-health, relationship breakdown, whether our own or of
someone close to us; or bereavement or loneliness. For some there is a serious
wilderness in addictions to drink, drugs or gambling, and again our suffering
may be because of someone close to us who is in that situation. There is also a
particular wilderness for those in prison and for their families.

I may have told this story before. I once gave a talk to a respectable bunch of
Methodist ladies, and because it was thought that I would have an interesting
story to tell, their menfolk were invited too. I talked to them about life in
prison. You may know by now that I’ve served some time inside, and in two
different jails. In fact, I ended up doing a 10-year stretch. What would you
think of me if I told you that I had been a prisoner rather than a prison
chaplain?

I began my little talk, as you do, by asking my audience if any of them had ever
done any time in prison. They all laughed, in that ‘perish the thought’ sort of
way. I then asked them if any of them had children or grandchildren who had
been or were currently in prison. Slightly more restrained and a little nervous
laughter as they looked round at one another. The point was, of course, to get
them to think about how they would feel about it, and was it something they
could share and find support for within their Church family?
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I continued talking about the prison experience and routines. After I finished
there was time for questions and discussion. The first person to speak was a
lady who was clearly a prominent member of their fellowship. But you could
have heard a pin drop after she suddenly but calmly declared, ‘I am a lifer’s
mother.’ She had not felt able to share her story before, and no one, certainly
no one present that evening, knew about her difficult experience, and
consequently her need for understanding and support. The lady provided an
important lesson for everyone there. And it provoked reflection on a further
kind of wilderness experience from which any of us need to be rescued. It is
every time you or I judge, discriminate against, misrepresent, or marginalise
anyone because of their identity, condition, experience, or their mistakes in life.

The wilderness is a lonely place. But unless we have honestly faced it and
recognised it as such, we will never know our need of a Saviour. We will never
be able to appreciate his coming. But if we know and recognise and can name
the wilderness, the rough, painful and unsatisfactory places in life, and our
need to be rescued from them, we can truly acknowledge how wonderful God
is and how God’s ways are, that the story, the history, of the coming of the
Saviour, God’s own loving, healing presence in human form, began when the
word of God came to John in the wilderness. John’s voice calls down the
centuries to us again today. May our wholehearted response be: ‘Into my
wilderness, come Lord Jesus; come, that I may be able to make a straight path
for you in my life, and be able to see you clearly in my need and through my
hazy eyes of faith, and be able to choose the salvation that you bring.’
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